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6. The Ecology of Man
the only aim of their construction being to provide enough food for man.) At the
same time studying the physical limitations upon the processes taking place in the
community brings some clear results opening the way to unequivocal conclusions.

Before proceeding to treat the ecology of modern civilized man, we consider
behavioral traits common to man and other mobile animals, based on their genetic
programs, which remain intact even in conditions of civilization.

6.1 Behavioral Strategy of Mobile Animals
All the forms of interaction with the environment necessary for immotile multicellular individuals, such as photosynthesizing plants and fungi, are rigidly programmed at their genetic base level. Any external forcing of those individuals
always produces a strictly determined biochemical reaction. Partial correlation in
plants allows a certain reaction in some parts of those plants when other parts
are affected (such as the reaction to light, to obstacles, etc. (Raven and Johnson,
1988)). These individuals do not need any program of selection between several
alternative behavioral patterns. Neither do they need a nervous system to execute
a centralized control of the whole individual.
Mobile animals must first of all command the locomotion capability for the
individual as a whole. That calls for a rigid correlation between all the parts of
the individual body, for the presence of measuring organs (those capable of sight,
sound, smell, taste, and feel), and for a central nervous system. When moving,
the animal faces some particular new environmental situation each time, one that
its parents might never have encountered during their lifespan. Only the average
characteristics of the animal's ecological niche (the set of natural stimuli) remain
intact.
Since the amount of information coming from the environment considerably
exceeds that contained in the genome of any individual (see Sect. 2.8), it is impossible to program correct reactions to any external forcing an animal might face into
the genome (such that they would guarantees a stable life support). The animal
appears to face an unavoidable choice between the differing tactical opportunities
which are alternatives to each other. Only a correct strategic line of behavior may
be programmed into the genome, based, as it were, on the permanency of the averaged characteristics of the animal's ecological niche. The situation is similar in
statistics, when no individual movements of each separate molecule can be traced,
and the characteristics of state are only the average ones of the type temperature
and pressure.
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The operation of that program is supported by the system of genetically fixed
positive and negative emotions. Positive emotions (desires, appetites) stimulate actions in the "right" direction which work to preserve the species securely. Negative
emotions prevent the actions directed towards destroying that stability. Positive and
negative emotions are values measurable from the actions the animal performs.
An animal tries to act in such a way that is associated with positive emotions, and
tries to evade actions associated with the negative ones (Lorenz, 1981; Livesey,
1986). Finding the correlations between various actions by the animal and the
biochemical reactions or bodily movements (motor patterns) accompanying them
makes it possible to measure the intensity of, and retrieve the dimension of, various complex emotions, as described in Sect. 2.6. Similarly the observed correlation
between the volume of some liquid and temperature is used for the measurement
of temperature. If two emotions seem to be identical (such as love and sexuality),
but have different dimensions, that means they are two different emotions and vice
versa. (Everybody knows that tail wagging is associated with actions producing
positive emotions in a dog. However the dog could not indicate it to the man in
any direct way. Hence that correlation had been measured by the method described
above.)
Emotions are usually considered as a characteristic of human behavior. The
instincts (species-characteristic drive) are generally investigated in animals. Both
emotions and instincts may be measured only during the respective actions performed by the individual. Thus the dimensions of emotion and corresponding instinct are the same and, hence, they should be regarded as identical characteristics
(see Sect. 2.6).
The program of emotions controlling the behavioral strategy of animals may be
quite complicated, but anyhow it is genetically fixed, singular, and unchangeable
for each species (each normal genome). It cannot be subjected to any correction or upbringing as conditions vary, the same as the morphology of the animal
body (Lorenz, 1981). As with any information written into the genome, this program may suffer decay, that is be perturbed and distorted in decay individuals.
The distortion of the program of emotions results in erroneous behavior, which is
perceived as pathology of the psyche in man (Gershon and Rieder, 1992). Pathological behavior almost inevitably leads to the death of the individual. That is
why decay mutations leading to behavioral and psychic distortions are the most
serious deleterious decay changes of the genome in mobile animals. Under natural
conditions normal individuals should feature the highest frequency of occurrence,
which makes it possible to empirically find the natural system of positive and
negative emotions in each species, not distorted by pathologies.
The program of correct actions cannot be based on positive emotions alone.
The positive emotion should be saturated (there should be action-specific exhaustion) if the corresponding action has been performed by an animal (Lorenz, 1981).
Introduction into the genetic program of stationary negative emotions which prevent actions directed towards destroying the individual, population and community
is also necessary. Neutral actions, not associated with any emotions, are ecologi-
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cally senseless in natural conditions, and are thus wasteful from the point of view
of energy expenditure. However, extreme diversity of the external conditions inevitably results in overlapping of actions associated with positive and negative
emotions. Correct actions towards positive emotions may happen to lie beyond a
penetrable barrier of negative emotions. A specific direction of actions may arise
within the lifespan of one individual and remain absent from that of another one.
The information on the existence of such a direction of correct actions should be
available to an individual but cannot be included in its hereditarily information
fund. That is where the necessity for extragenetic memory (of learning) in animals appears from, such that the information is kept in it during the lifespan of
an individual and is not be transmitted to the following generations. Differences
in learning result in tactical behavioral differences of individuals with the same
inherited program of emotions, that is with identical behavioral strategy (Lorenz,
1981).
All the mobile animals possess such a memory. It includes such elements as
conditioned reflexes and imprinting (McFarland, 1985), covering the information
imprinted into the memory for a long time period or for life at an early age. Particular cases of imprinting include the formation of urbanized populations of wild
species, memorizing the coordinates of birthplace (philopatry) by migrating birds
(Dolnik, 1982; Sokolov, 1991), and speech in man. In the absence of emotions (of
consciousness) no information may be introduced into the extragenetic memory of
the individual. Consciousness is thus metabolically active state of the individual's
life in which correct perception and processing of information coming from the
environment are possible on the basis of the program of positive and negative
emotions (Edelman, 1990; Crick and Koch, 1992). The unconscious state means
that either perception of information or its processing is lacking. In that sense,
consciousness is a measurable characteristic, singularly associated with the organs
of perception and emotions, see Sect. 2.6. Hence consciousness is a property common for all the moving animals, not just man alone (Goldman-Rakic, 1992; Zeki,
1992).
The observed assimilation times for the information that the animal perceives
from its environment are much shorter than the characteristic times of cell division
and transformation. It follows that the information of the long-term (associative)
extragenetic memory is perceived and localized in memory cells of molecular,
instead of macroscopic size, see Sect. 3.3. Such molecular memory cells should
reside in neural cells, the neurons (Fischbach, 1992; Kandel and Hawkins, 1992;
Stevens, 1993). Apart from DNA, there are no polymer molecules in cells that are
capable of duplication, that is of copying the information they contain. That is why
the neurons containing long-term extragenetic memory are incapable of division,
since otherwise that information would be lost. Therefore the time interval during
which the information is preserved in the long-term extragenetic memory should
coincide with the average lifespan (the decay time) of a neuron, rn.
An animal or a human exists itself for as long as its brain retains memory.
Therefore the lifespan of an animal, TL, should coincide with the average lifespan
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of a neuron containing information of the long-term memory, rn. The biochemical
organization of the brain is identical in all the mammals (Hubel, 1979). Hence,
the average lifespan of the neurons should be the same for all the mammals with
similar body size and metabolic rate (Sect. 5.2). One could thus conclude an equal
lifespan for all the mammal species of equal body size. That is indeed the case
except for man (Brody, 1945). Man enjoys a lifespan of about four times as long
as any mammal of the same body size (Brody, 1945), see also Sects. 5.3 and 5.1 1.
It is enough to cite the example of a dog of body size equal to that of man. The
average lifespan of a dog is about 15 years, while man's average exceeds 60 years.
There exists an apparently unique possibility to practically unlimitedly extend the
individual's lifespan, TL, retaining its extragenetic memory accumulated in the
brain, while the average lifespan of the neurons, rn, remains fixed (Gorshkov,
1982a). It would be sufficient to repeatedly copy all the information contained
in the memory into different areas of the brain weakly correlated to each other.
We denote the minimal number of rigidly correlated neurons capable of retaining
all the information from the extragenetic memory as Nm\n. We shall call that
combination of Nm\n neurons a "memory block". The storage time for information
in a single memory block coincides with the average lifespan of the neurons, rn.
If a larger number of weakly correlated autonomous memory blocks carrying
the same information exist at the initial time moment, the law of the decay of
information in such a set of memory blocks will coincide with the common law for
the decay of radioactive substances. Let the initial number of neurons containing
memory information and accumulated over the whole period of body growth be
NO » Nm\n. The number of independent memory blocks will then be No/Nmin.
The law of decay of the neurons and of the memory blocks they form with time
t elapsed after the body ceased to grow will have the form:
N = N0e-t/T".

(6.1.1)

A human does not lose either its memory or identity so long as there is still
at least one memory block undecayed in its brain. After the last memory block
decays serious memory lapses and senility set in (Selkoe, 1992). The time, t, after
which all the memory blocks have decayed, coincides with the average lifespan
for the human species, TL, and may be retrieved from the equation:
Nmin =

or TL =

(6.1.2)

Assuming TL/rn w 4, we find that N0/NmiD w 50. Hence, the brain of a
young human should contain 50 times as many neurons as that of a dog carrying
the same memory information load. The dog's brain, however, is only several
times as small as that of a human. It follows then that memory information must
be contained in just a small share of brain neurons. Simple estimates (Sects. 2.8
and 6.4) show that the amount of extragenetic memory accumulated by a human
in the course of his/her lifespan coincides in its order of magnitude with that
genetically contained in the human genome. Since both types of information are
written into the memory cells of molecular size, all the extragenetic memory should
be localized in a volume of the order of volume of DNA from a single cell. That
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is why all the network of human memory blocks may occupy only a tiny part of
the brain volume, which clearly strongly complicates its experimental localization.
Every autonomous memory block should necessarily contain the complete information that an individual assimilates from its environment. That is why after
quick assimilation of new information during immediate contact of a human individual with the environment the newly obtained information has to be accurately
spread throughout all the memory blocks. The latter metabolically active process
in the brain should happen slowly and continuously, without any contact with
the environment (Goldman-Rakic, 1992; Kandel and Hawkins, 1992). It may be
accompanied by discovering correlations existing between the various elements of
the newly acquired information. That, apparently, constitutes the essence of thinking, which would thus be either completely absent from or remain rudimentary in
other animals.
Recollection of a correct action resulting in positive emotions may weaken the
negative emotions preventing that action in the given individual; however such
emotions should be conserved in the genome. It is only when action associated
with positive emotions repeatedly and forcefully meets the same barrier of negative
emotions for many generations to come, over the period of evolution of the order
of several million years, that these negative emotions may cease to reflect the
actual environmental conditions and vanish from the species genome.
The possibility of action towards negative emotions, based on the memory of
gratification associated with that action (that is, will) should also be written into
the genome. Animal training is based on that property of the genome. Repeated
food gratification helps to teach an animal to perform actions unnatural for that
species, which it never performs under natural conditions, and which should, by
definition, produce some penetrable but certainly negative emotions in that animal
(Gould and Marler, 1987).
A given individual might never encounter the possibility of actions precipitating certain emotions programmed into its genome during its lifespan. Leaving
the natural ecological niche and meeting with some unnatural conditions, the genetic system of emotions may fail to meet the condition of supporting the species
stability (as, for example, is the case with man's narcotic addiction).
The strategic program of the basic positive and negative emotions is identical in
all the mobile animals. Freedom of movement should provide for animal feeding
needs. These actions should be included in the program of positive emotions.
However, the principal positive emotions should be associated with preservation
of the population. These are positive emotions supporting competitive interaction
and reproduction. Negative emotions (such as pain, fear, etc.) support the life of
an individual.

6.2 Herd Animals
Competitive interaction among mobile animals may be implemented following a
mode much more advanced than in immotile individuals. The principal task of
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competitive interaction is to determine rank. Ranking immotile individuals according to their level of competitiveness may only be simultaneously conducted
for immediate neighbors. The relative level of competitiveness of the spatially
separated immotile individuals may only be clarified for their offspring after a
long time. Mobile individuals acquire a unique ability for simultaneous rating of
their competitiveness among a large number of individuals, banding into herds,
the partially correlated flocks of individuals.
A herd makes it possible to organize a hierarchical structure. The most advanced form of hierarchical structure is linear (similar to ranking among sportsmen): the individual of first rank (called elite male below) dominates all the rest,
the individual second in its rank dominates everybody but the first, and so on
(Panov, 1983; McFarland, 1985). With decreasing rank the advantages enjoyed by
the individual in feeding and breeding decrease. Such a structure demands high energy expenditures on competition during the initial period of herd formation only.
Later on competitive interaction takes place among the two immediate neighbors
in the hierarchical structure. The new competitive individual may always move up
the hierarchical ladder up to the place corresponding to its potential without disrupting the general structure of the herd. However all the fully-fledged members
of the herd bear a constant psychological burden of daily demonstrating (without
undue conflict, as a rule) the level of their competitiveness to all the other members of that herd. The principal positive emotion, boosting competitive interaction
among the herd animals to the highest possible level of efficiency, is related to
the drive for higher rank (rating, prestige) on the hierarchical ladder.
Clear rank is most important at the top of the hierarchical structure, since the
genome of individuals residing there is closest to the normal one. It is particularly that genome which should be transferred to the following generations. The
lower part of the hierarchical ladder does not need any ranking. The rating of all
individuals residing there is practically the same.
The popular notion that the herd or the pack forms either to provide defence
against the beasts of prey or for a more efficient use of energy of movement, or
of food resources has no sound foundation. When animals join into herds, all the
energy characteristics of their movement and feeding remain exactly the same as
for animals separated into individual feeding groups (Gorshkov, 1982b). The phenomena of correlated behavior that herd individuals demonstrate during predators'
assaults are secondary in nature. The predatory mode of living does not vanish
after herds form. Herd animals have as many predators as individual ones. Moreover, feeding problems are simplified for predators when their prey join into herds.
The rate of movement of a grazing herd is much slower than the individual speeds
of movement of separate animals feeding off that ground (Gorshkov, 1982a,b).
These speeds only even out for long-range migrations. Therefore, a predator who
has found a herd can save energy needed for hunting the prey and be satisfied
with following the herd, spending much less energy on movement than its prey
(Gorshkov, 1982a,b). Besides, all the predators have a genetic program preventing
extermination of the prey which would entail the perishing of the predator itself.
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Finally, many species, such as elephants, to give an example, follow a herd life
mode while having no predators at all. The reason for the formation of a herd
may only be explained by the unique possibilities of increasing the efficiency of
competitive interaction.
The hierarchical structure of a herd, in which every individual is capable, at
least in principle, of occupying any position, should not be confused with rigidly
correlated organizations known, for example, in social insects. Specialization of
various groups of individuals in those creatures is hereditarily fixed (written into
the normal genome) and cannot be changed. Competition between the different
groups is impossible, as it is impossible between the different organs in a single
body. Stratifying into hereditary specialization in herds is only present in the
form of division into different sexes and into adults and juveniles, prepuberal
individuals. Competition for childbearing between the male and the female is just
as impossible as competition between a juvenile and an adult individual (Gorshkov,
1982a). Adults and juveniles either occupy different ecological niches (such as
nymphs and images in insect species or fry and adult fishes in fish species), or
are correlated via parental care (as in bird and mammal species).
The degree of competitiveness of an individual should be tested in all the
life situations encountered, so the everyday herd existence is most favorable for
adequate identification of the hierarchical structure. Joining into herds takes place
every time it is permitted by the ecological niche. When the ecological niche does
not permit everyday existence in a herd, short-term banding into herds takes place,
so that the hierarchical structure is identified in some vital criteria only (this is
the essence of bird mating calls, of long-range seasonal migration in bird, fish and
mammal species, of walrus and seal rookeries during the breeding season, etc.).
The lowest steps in the herd's hierarchical ladder are occupied by noncompetitive decay individuals. The low prestige (rating) in a herd may drive the animal
into an extended state of negative emotions (into distress). That state results in
certain genetically programmed physiological reactions of organ destruction, so
that the animal perishes as a result (Selye, 1974; Manning, 1979). In cases of
overpopulation a whole lower strata of the hierarchical ladder is cut off, while the
top levels of that ladder still reside in conditions of food abundance. That is how
the death rate is regulated for decay individuals (Sect. 3.11).
Formation of a herd with a hierarchical structure provides not only for efficient
stabilization of the existing level of species organization, but for a quick fixation
of newly appearing favorable evolutionary traits in all the members of the herd in
just a few generations. As a result the evolution of mobile animals is accelerated,
and the rate of species formation in them significantly exceeds the rate of such
formation in immotile individuals. That conclusion is substantiated particularly by
comparing the number of contemporary species in plants and animals: there are
about two hundred thousand of the former, and over several millions of the latter
(Chislenko, 1981; Wilson, 1988; Thomas, 1990).
Support of the herd as a correlated formation of a group of individuals may
only result from competitive interaction between the different herds. (Joining of
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various herds into a single macroherd during long-range migrations only works to
intensify competitive interaction between the separate individuals.) The presence of
sexual dimorphism and polygamy in herds works to regulate, at a high efficiency,
the birth rate of decay individuals (Sect. 3.11).
Most ectothermic (cold-blooded) species typically lay an enormous number
of eggs (e.g. fish) without further bothering with their progeny. The share of
individuals reaching the reproductive age is kept strictly constant through the
working of the law of large numbers (Sect. 2.3). In that case a correlated interaction
between the sexes, including the search for a sexual partner and fertilization,
are completely within the scope of positive emotions of the type of sexuality.
Reproducing a large number of offspring is impossible in any endothermic (warmblooded) species, since endothermicity features a minimum body size (Sect. 5.2).
Thus endothermic animals, birds and mammals, are forced to help their young to
survive, channelling some metabolic energy of the parents into childcare.
That effect results in a need for a new positive emotion-parental love, maternal
love in particular, in mammals. Channelling metabolic energy of one individual to
support another contradicts the principal basis of competitive interaction between
independent individuals within the population. That is a manifestation of correlated
interaction which may be supported by competitive interaction between different
families, consisting of mothers and their young. Motherly love is-not correlated
with sexuality (libido). That is why sexuality, as a positive emotion of sexual interaction, and love, as capacity to provide other individuals with care (i.e. to spend
the metabolic power of the individual in the direction of maintaining the life of
other individuals), have differing dimensions (Sect. 2.6), that is they have nothing
in common. The necessity to care for the young during the period of reproduction
switches mammal females out of competitive interaction, which is then carried on
during that period by males only, who do not participate in childcare, and who
band into herds and packs.
In the herd lifestyle with its fixed hierarchical structure, the behavior most
advantageous for the species is for the females to mate with the bearers of the
best genes, that is with elite males from the top of the hierarchical structure.
When the mammal females are capable of raising their young by themselves,
they group around the elite male, forming a harem. The rest of the males then
band into herds for the period of reproduction and identify the contender for the
role of the new elite male among themselves, competitively interacting with each
other.
Interesting features may arise in herd animals when the female herself is incapable of raising her young (Gorshkov, 1982a). A single elite male cannot provide
help in metabolic energy to all the breeding females. Most of those are busy
breeding. The only individuals left free of reproductive burden appear to be the
males from the lower part of the hierarchical ladder. The only way out, making the
existence of such species possible, is the appearance of a new positive emotion in
those males, that is fatherly love to both the young and the female (if she is tied
to her young by lactation, as is the case with mammals). That emotion is of the
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same dimension as motherly love, and it has nothing in common with elite male
sexuality. It is related, as in the mother, to selfless drive of this male helper to help
the young, passing to them part of his metabolic energy. The elite male should be
completely free of that quality, since he has completely different functions within
the species. Both types of behavior are written into the normal genome and are
inherited from the elite male. If the elite male perishes, one of the non-elite male
helpers takes his place, and his behavior goes through a complete transformation
in accordance with the program of the normal genome.
The absence of sharp genetic differences between the elite male and the weakly
decay males in the middle part of the hierarchical structure brings into conflict
emotions driving the male to higher rank with those stimulating him to pass a part
of his metabolic energy to the young. To smooth those, females in certain species
employ continuous sexual gratification (by analogy with food gratification) of the
male helpers (Gorshkov, 1982a; Andelman, 1987). Since bringing up the young
takes much time, the female should be capable of manifesting capacity for being
sexually receptive during most or the whole of that period. It may be achieved by
means of transition from estrus to menstrual cycles (Lovejoy, 1981, 1988; Austin
and Short, 1984; Andelman, 1987).
With this sexual gratification the female should have some physiological mechanism of preventing possible egg fertilization by the sperm of the male-helper
(like blocking the ovulation during lactation, by weakening of the female sexual
excitation during copulation with the male helper, by conservation of the elite
male sperm in the female body during long periods of time, etc. (Shugart 1988;
Maksudov et al., 1988)). The number of copulations between the female and the
male helper significantly exceeds the number of copulations with the elite male
resulting in delivery of the young. Such a reproductive strategy is thus envisaged
as monogamy accompanied by rare infidelities. The latter may be erroneously
treated as either deviation from the normal sexual behavior or as manifestations of
polyandry. Real polyandry takes place only in birds when young are raised by the
male. The reproductive strategy based on true monogamy or on promiscuity, that is
on chaotic sexual contacts (Lovejoy, 1981), inevitably means refusing to regulate
the birth rate and falling back to regulating the death rate of decay individuals,
that is to high death rate at infancy.
The female cannot be unfaithful to the elite male during the whole period of
her relationship with him. Such an infidelity on her part means that the female
has lost her faith in the elite male, that is, she has stopped considering him as
such. Adequate relations between the sexes are adjusted by the negative emotions
of jealousy. The elite male should be jealous towards all the other males during
his cohabitation with the female. The male helper should not be jealous of the
female, letting her mate with the elite male at any time. The female, on her part,
cannot be jealous of the elite male, since his functions include mating with as
many normal females as possible. At the same time the female is jealous of her
male helper, because his energy is necessary for her reproductive success. Female
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manifestations of jealousy towards a male definitely indicate that she regards him
as a male of the lower rank and is ready to cuckold him at the first opportunity.
These peculiarities of sexual behavior are the reason for the intimate character
of copulation of sexual partners which they conceal from other individuals of the
population. Collective sexual contacts (excluding elite male contacts with many
females) should be accompanied by a negative emotional load. It is an unnatural
behavior in individuals of species with sexual gratification.
The interaction between the elite male and the female is not energy correlated.
The elite male does not need any help and cannot give such help to his females.
The female and the male helper should combine into an energy correlated couple
- family, working to provide for the well-being of the young. As in the case of
true monogamy, that correlation should be supported via competitive interaction
between different families, or that correlation will inevitably decay. The female
is interested in the good health of her male helper, who is weaker than the elite
male. She should support him in case of need, the same as her own young, that
is she should feel true love towards him.
All these genetically programmed behavioral features typical for individuals in
a herd characterize the internal correlation in it, and are kept from disintegration
by competitive interaction and selection among different herds (Wrangham, 1977;
Harvey, 1985; Foley, 1987).
The strategy of regulating the birth rate based on polygyny of the elite males,
with their females employing concealed ovulation and sexual gratification of the
male helpers, is apparently present in rudimentary form in vervet monkeys (Andelman, 1987). However, it has found its most pronounced development in the
human species. Significant morphological differences between men and women,
that is the noticeable sexual dimorphism, indicate the presence of polygamy in
man as in most primates (Lovejoy, 1981).
The development of the brain and the necessity for mastering the hereditary
cultural information both resulted in extension of childhood (Brody, 1945; Foley, 1987), which increased energy demands of childcare. The mother appeared
incapable of bringing up her children alone. That development resulted in the formation of the family based on the genetically fixed male love and kindness, that
is on the tendency of men to care for mothers and for their children. The correlation between the spouses is also supported by the genetically fixed possibility for
continuous intimate sexual life, a feature absolutely unique in the animal world
(Lovejoy, 1981; Andelman, 1987). On the other hand the phenomena of feminine
prostitution and homosexuality (Lesbian love) are consequences of the normal
feminine behavior based on the genetically fixed capability of sexual gratification.
However male prostitution and homosexuality are always evidence of genetically
abnormal (decay) behavior.
As noted above the behavioral strategy, as well as morphology of individuals
of the species, cannot be arbitrarily changed and fitted to any unfavorable conditions. So humans following polygamy and sexual gratification cannot discard such
strategy and turn to monogamy under the pressure of the AIDS pandemic.

Immotile heterotrophic fungi and bacteria may-exist even though the production of
plants maintains an absolutely unchanging biomass of a community. The stability
of that community with immotile heterotrophs present is supported by keeping a
balance between the synthesis and destruction of organic matter.
All the mobile animals inevitably perturb the community biomass within their
feeding ground, which is many orders of magnitude larger than their body size.
They should provide not only for the stability of their own species, but for that of
the community to which they belong, as a whole. The long time periods needed to
restore the destroyed part of the community biomass result in rigid limitations upon
the number of mobile animals. The principal feature of their hereditary program
is keeping their population numbers far below the threshold which the food base
permits.
Apparently the most rational means of controlling the animal population numbers is animal territorialism. With this the whole area fit for the existence of
the population is separated into individual territories. Each such territory belongs
to only one self-reproducing individual, who guards it against all potential competitors. The size of that territory is genetically fixed. The admissible correlation
between the size of that territory and the possible variations of the external conditions, such as the value of primary production, to give an example, is also
genetically fixed (Wynne-Edwards, 1962). To control the numbers of the species
it is sufficient to support such territorialism during the reproductive period only.
Outside that period the animals may band into herds, losing their territorial behavior. This behavioral mode is typical for many birds and mammals. Animals guard
their territories by direct contact with their neighbors at the border, by leaving
smelly spots and by uttering sound signals (Tinbergen, 1968; Hinde, 1970; Manning, 1979; McFarland, 1985). Singing birds spend a considerable part of their
time singing (Dolnik, 1982). However, after the end of the reproductive period,
by midsummer in the temperate zone, birds stop singing, lose their territorialism,
and band into flocks (Hinde, 1970).
Lack of territorialism during the reproductive period makes senseless its support outside that period, since then control of the population numbers is inevitably
lost. However, supporting territorialism during the reproductive period strongly
hampers or renders completely impossible regulation of the birth rate of decay
individuals, based on sexual dimorphism and polygamy (Sect. 3.11). Polygamy in
territorial animals may only be preserved by way of organizing display (of the type
of heathcock mating-place), when owners of individual territories come to a certain place from afar for the purpose of polygamous mating (McFarland, 1985). In
every other case territorialism combined with sexual dimorphism inevitably means
monogamy (Hinde, 1970). An elite male may at best mate with his closest neighbor females. Competitive interaction and breeding of territorial animals becomes
similar to that found in immotile plants. Sexual dimorphism then makes it possible
(if needed) to raise the young by two parents in bird and mammal species. Due to
the impossibility of promiscuity the territorial couple often forms a lifelong unit
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6.4 Genetic and Cultural Heritage
with elements of mutual help and support. The genetically fixed fidelity and mutual love appear to be correlated emotions in that case, that is notions identical to
each other (see Sect. 2.6; Gorshkov, 1982a; Austin and Short, 1984). All the other
advantages of sexual dimorphism vanish then and regulation of breeding decay
individuals becomes impossible. All the competitive interaction changes to being
based on regulating the death rate in decay individuals (Coleman, 1972; Freed,
1987; Hofshi et al., 1987), and the latter becomes most efficient during the period
of loss of territorialism and of formation of herds and packs. This in particular
explains the appearance of large accumulations of migrating animals, and also of
the formations of male stocks during the reproductive period, who take no part in
breeding and raising of young.
Thus lack of territorialism and herd formation combine to open the possibility
of extremely efficient stabilization of the species, as compared to that executed
in territorial animals. However, the problem of preserving the community and
of keeping the environment from disintegration is heavily aggravated for herd
animals. The control of their population numbers may be realized by fixing a given
territory as property of a given herd, envisaged as a correlated group of individuals,
so that competitive interaction goes on between the different herds (Glutton-Brock,
1974). In that case each individual in the herd should be marked according to its
belonging to that particular group. The normal genome should be identical for
every herd. The normal genotypes of individuals from the same group should
be similar. But the normal genotypes of individuals from the different groups
can show discernible variation within the range of normal polymorphism of the
species (Sect. 3.8). Thus individuals from the different groups can be genetically
marked. The individual marking may also result from protracted contact between
the individuals, and from the knack of separating the individuals into friends and
aliens, based on extragenetic memory. The possibility of such marking should also
be genetically fixed.
However, a transfer to a nomadic life mode is inevitable for large animals, and
they have to protect an enormous territory occupied by communities in the process
of regeneration. This heavily complicates the task of controlling the population
numbers in herd animals. Large herd animals appear to be the principal potential
destroyers of the environment. The admissible share of their consumption of 1 % of
the total energy flux in the community (Sect. 5.6, Fig. 5.3), which is in agreement
with the law of conservation of energy, may fluctuate, increasing by two orders of
magnitude and reaching 100% . Meanwhile invertebrates (mainly insects), consuming 10% of the total flux, may only increase that consumption by one order of
magnitude, while bacteria and fungi, their normal share of consumption exceeding
90% , are only capable of bringing that share up 10% . Large fluctuations of
consumption are hardly probable in large territorial animals. It should all result in
species instability and higher probability of extinction of large herd animals, as
compared to territorial species. Together with quick fixation of new evolutionary
traits, that feature may be interpreted as a tendency for quick evolution of large
animals (Erlich and Holm, 1963).

Radical new "discoveries" resulting in the appearance of new species, essentially
different from all the preceding ones, have taken place several times in the process of evolution. This is how multicellular species appeared, then vertebrates,
endothermic animals with constant body temperature (birds and mammals). Such
"discoveries" have happened only extremely rarely. The coincidence of two or
more such fundamental discoveries in time is quite an improbable event. That is
why the appearance of all the new large taxa resulted from monophyletic processes, that is from evolutionary divergence of a single predecessor species, a
major progressive restructuring taking place in its genome. The appearance of
man is also related to a fundamental, genetically fixed "discovery", which had
placed man into an exceptional position in the whole animal world. As in every
other case that was a single momentary happening, all the other features and traits
of man being its consequences.
All the species known, except man, contain all the information they need on
the environment, necessary for their existence, in their genome. That information is
safely preserved and cannot be lost, as long as the number of individuals available
is sufficient for reproduction of the species. Fluctuations leading to sharp drops in
the number of those individuals are not catastrophic. The species may be saved
even if its individuals are kept for many generations only in zoos, outside their
natural environment, provided their number is sufficient for reproduction. At some
later stage the species may be transferred back to its natural environment, and keep
on existing, as it would after an extended perturbation of the external environment
(Sect. 3.9).
Mobile animals are capable of training and learning (Gould and Marler, 1987).
However, everything the animal should learn in its natural environment is written
into its genome. The animal should be capable of taking and memorizing the coordinates of the locality it had been born in, of fixing the size of its feeding ground.
If the program envisages parental childcare, a hereditary program is possible for
the young to be taught by their parents. An animal artificially brought up without
such training will nevertheless teach its own young in exactly the same way its
own parents would have. No animal ever transfers its teachings obtained from
its training, to its offspring. All the information in extragenetic memory is only
preserved for the duration of the individual lifespan. This prevents the likelihood
of animals transferring to the following generations some erroneous or unnecessary information from the point of view of the given species. Many animals use
tools in their daily activities. The Egyptian vulture breaks eggs with stones. The
Darwin finch in the Galapagos Islands uses horns to extract insects from tree slits.
Chimpanzees use sticks (Raven and Johnson, 1988). It has been proven by raising
the young without any connection to their parents that the skills of using tools are
hereditary, that is the information on such use is contained in the normal genome.
Examples of "biological cultural heritage", not related to memorizing the
trained skills, but significantly improving competitiveness of the animals, are
known from the animal world. That is the bacterial stomach flora of ruminant
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mammals and white ants. That flora gives these animals the ability to digest vegetation which is not consumable by other animals. It is proved that a calf raised
in sterile conditions does not receive that kind of flora and becomes incapable of
digesting fodder common to that species. The behavioral traits, driving the young
to borrow such bacterial flora from parents, is genetically fixed.
In social structures a transfer is possible of information accumulated during
the lifespan of a single individual to other individuals in the group. For example,
having found a source of food, honeybees transmit the coordinates of that source
to other bees in the beehive (Frisch, 1977). Having learned a new way to get
food from anthropogenic sources, birds may demonstrate that technique to other
members of the flock, thus cutting the time needed for independent mastering of
that technique (e.g., they learn how to open milk bottles, Foley, 1987). Monkeys
in a pack may start to wash sand off fruits when the source of food is polluted
(Kawai, 1965). Heathcock and woodcock mating places are transferred from generation to generation. Such behavioral patterns demonstrated by animals are not
elements of culture. They only demonstrate the genetically programmed limits of
acquiring and processing information in extragenetic memory of a social structure
(a hyperindividual, see Sect. 3.2). The loss of that information does not endanger
survival of the species. Moreover the animals should discard that information as
unnecessary whenever their environmental conditions change. However, if placed
again into similar conditions, the animals will again in due time acquire the knowhow on broadcasting the position of sources of food, on opening milk bottles, and
on washing fruits.
The formation of culture and civilization, accumulated and transferred from
generation to generation in the process of teaching, and which is not contained in
the genetic program, is a property unique to man. The cultural heritage is based
on the genetically fixed behavior. But it is only man who has learned to use
his scientific, technical, and cultural heritage to increase his competitiveness and
change his environmental situation. Discovering the ability to accumulate cultural
information in addition to genetic infortmation has led to evolution of the genome
and of the morphological structure of man towards better use of that ability. First
of all, brain capacity further increased to produce a bigger buffer in which to store
that cultural information, and, second, speech developed as a means to transmit
the information accumulated. The direct consequence of the evolution of culture
is the material culture of man, that is his use of material, tools and fire (Lovejoy,
1981; Foley, 1987).
Intense competition had taken place in the process of the formation of man's
genome between related species with differing genetic programs and it went on
until the rates of accumulating genetic and cultural information became comparable to each other, that is until both the rate of acquiring the new morphological
changes and of accumulating cultural know-how worked together to increase competitiveness of the respective species (Foley, 1987). As soon as the rate of progress
(that is of accumulation of cultural information) exceeded the rate of evolution
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(that is of accumulation of genetic information) in a certain species, it appeared
unreachable for all of its competitors.
Prior to development of speech, all the cultural information had to be stored in
every separate man's brain. That resulted in quick evolution towards the increase
of brain volume and capacity. The volume of brain had reached its maximum
in Neanderthal Man (Homo sapiens neanderthalensis), who lived from 2 x 105 to
4 x 104 years ago (Johanson and Edey, 1981; Elinek, 1982; Rucang and Shenglong,
1983; Foley, 1987). The accumulated cultural information had to be transmitted
from generation to generation without losses, by means of the language of mimics
and gestures, still present in modern man (a sizeable part of brain core in man
has the single function of identifying human faces (Geschwind, 1979; Fischbach,
1992)). It resulted in the teaching process becoming exceptionally important, so
that the relations between the generations were drastically altered in the human
species, as compared to all the other animals.
The appearance of modern man (Homo sapiens sapiens) is related to another
major change in the genome - the development of speech, that is the capacity to
take in and transfer to following generations the cultural language of sound signals,
which differ from the genetically fixed sound signals used by other animals. Any
specialization in the social structures of animals is genetically fixed (Frisch, 1977;
Brian, 1983). With speech developing it became possible for different people
to accumulate specialized cultural information. In its turn such a development
resulted in the need for society to develop, i.e. a new internally correlated social
structure based on cultural specialization, with the inevitable elements of altruistic
interaction between individuals not kin to each other (Simon, 1980). Now all
the cultural information could be stored in several brains, instead of just one,
these brains belonging to different members of the society. Further progress of the
civilization of modern man occurred on the basis of competitive interaction of,
and selection among, the new hyperindividuals (Sect. 3.1), societies with optimal
culture (nationalities).
The appearance of cultural specialization made it possible for the brain of a
single man, the most vulnerable part of the human body, to stop growing and even
to shrink somewhat. Apparently, it was particularly the formation of society based
on advanced speech (resulting from the formation of chin, the reduction of mass
and increase in mobility of the lower jaw) which gave the decisive advantage to
modern man, having formed about (4-10) x 104 years ago (Elinek, 1982; Rucang
and Shenglong, 1983; Foley, 1987) and which enabled him to quickly force out
Neanderthal Man completely.
The genetically fixed specialization in social structures of animals does not
have any centralized control. The appearance of cultural specialization in man demanded that law and moral norms of correlated interaction between society members be developed without fixing them in the genome. These norms inevitably
change with developing culture and need the formation of state organs for centralized control and steering of society. Aesthetic perception of man is basically
formed via imprinting (Sect. 6.1). That is what makes the young generation so re-
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ceptive to any new lifestyle while people of riper age, having grown up in different
conditions, often appear not to accept it.
However all the actions of man are still dictated by the genetically programmed
system of positive and negative emotions, which do not depend on the acquired
cultural heritage and cannot be changed via upbringing. The basis for competitive
interaction remains without changes the one preventing the decay of the genome
in the human population as in any other population of bi-sexual species. It is based
on regulating the birth rate (Sects. 3.6, 3.11, and 6.2) and on preserving the lives
of most of the newborn members of society. The existing hierarchical structure at
all levels of cultural specialization is supported by the drive to raise the prestige
(the rating) of members of all such structures. The creativity drive is apparently
written into the normal genome of man. However, that genetic property may only
be saved from decay if man may demonstrate the results obtained, that is if he
can raise his rank in society as a result.
In animal world, it is only the genetically fixed information content of the
normal genome which is transmitted to generations to follow, the one determining
the highest competitiveness of the individual. In contrast to animals, any information may be transmitted down the generations in modern man, thus forming
the basis for the existence of pure mathematics, of humanitarian sciences, of art,
and sports and games, and astrology and other anti-sciences. The development of
those branches of culture is possible in highly developed and competitive society
and, in contrast to accumulation of knowledge in natural science and technology,
which develop in the direction of higher competitiveness of the society, can go
any arbitrary way, increasing the level of professionalism and raising higher the
scientific prestige of its participants, as forced by competitive interaction of experts
working in these fields. Quite possibly that development is similar to development
of non-adaptive handicap characteristics, which work to increase competitiveness
of individuals, such as bright feathering in birds or giant antlers in deer's, in the
natural biota (Zahavi, 1975.)
Actions promoting the maximum prestige depend on the state of culture in the
society and may, for example, differ from the totalitarian to democratic societies.
Disinformation based on genetic heritage within a single population is absolutely
impossible. The genetically programmed disinformation is only employed during
interaction between the different species (such as mimicry (Hinde, 1970; Raven
and Johnson, 1988)). Culture makes it possible to use disinformation within the
society to raise the prestige of a separate member of that society. Actions increasing the level of prestige are demonstrated to all the members of the society.
Conversely, actions lowering the prestige are painstakingly masked from everybody. Supporting the prestige of a separate individual may alternatively go by
way of artificially lowering the level of prestige of those around the individual
(egoism, see Simon, 1980). Such tendencies in society are only limited by the loss
of competitiveness of the whole society inevitably accompanying them.
There is no analog of a normal genome with respect to cultural heritage.
Therefore, there is no stabilization of cultural heritage by means of relaxation to

the normal state (Sect. 3.9). The presence of the relaxation to the normal state in the
genetic heritage and the absence of such relaxation in the cultural heritage should
be taken into account in all investigations of .human evolutionary history (Cann
et al., 1987; Wilson and Cann, 1992; Thorne and Wolpoff, 1992). In contrast to
genetic heritage, cultural heritage may be lost during the lifespan of the species. It
is a process partially going on through the process of accumulation and evolution
of cultural information in exactly the same way happens to genetic information
in the process of evolution of the species. The amount of cultural information
accumulated does not lack as much as that in the human genome. The information
content of human DNA is about 1010 bit (Sects. 2.8 and 3.4). The human brain is
capable of assimilating information at a rate of no more than 100 bit/s, that is of
accumulating no more than 1010 bit during the whole of a man's life. Recalling
the inevitable repetitions during that lifetime, as well as repetitions in the genome,
the unique component of both information sets is reduced by several orders of
magnitude (apparently down to 108 bit). The cultural information of the whole of
mankind (the information contained in the artificial environment surrounding man)
is composed of non-overlapping parts of memory contents of each individual man.
Information written into books and computers is only alive when it is contained
in the memories of the living individuals of society. The upper level of cultural
information commanded by mankind may be estimated as a product of the human
population (5 x 109 persons) by the information content of a separate individual
(1010 bit/man), that is about 1020 bit. Accounting for the process of accumulation of
information during teaching and for social sciences the overall cultural information
possessed by mankind should be reduced by two to three orders of magnitude,
that is down to 1017 bit. The hereditary information contained in all the species
of the biosphere is of the same order of magnitude, see Sect. 2.8.
The amount of memory accumulated during the lifespan of an animal does not
change from generation to generation. This amount is necessary and sufficient for
maintaining the steady state population number of individuals and their natural
environment. The cultural heritage of modern man increases continuously. The
human population growth is the consequence of such increase. The sustainable
development of human civilization without destroying its environment would be
possible if the inevitable increase of cultural heritage were not accompanied by
the growth in the human population, which should be less than the definite threshold number depending inversely on the level of development. The value of this
threshold and possible mechanisms of preventing the human population growth
should be found and included in human culture.
Culture and civilization are absolutely necessary for man's life in exactly the
same way as is his genetic program. Destroying the existing culture would render
man incapable of existence. It may be said that modern man bears a "part of his
genome", necessary for his existence, in the vulnerable form of his cultural heritage. Changing his environment, man changes his own culture too. If it is found
that such changes do not support man's survival, then man, having already progressed beyond the present civilization, will be incapable of returning to his former
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existence without that culture, which is completely opposite to what happens with
animals released from the zoo.
The natural biota consists of widely diverse species of equal competitiveness.
The amazingly quick rate of change of civilization results in a single lifestyle
having the highest competitiveness at any given time, and the whole of mankind
must inevitably follow this. That is the scientific-technical revolution of the present
day, and no other modes of man's existence may compete with it.

6.5 The Ecological Niches of Man
Paleontological data (Johanson and Edey, 1981; Elinek, 1982; Foley, 1987) demonstrate that the ancestors of modern man occupied the niche of the forager, a species
with a wide spectrum of consumption of vegetation food, with flesh food approximately ten times scarcer. Assuming the daily average speed of movement of a
foraging man over his feeding ground to be u = 15 km/day, see Sect. 5.9, the
foraging bandwidth for one man to be I & I m/person, the time of reproduction of food products T\ K 1 year, we obtain for the extent of feeding ground
S = luri w 550 ha/person, see Sect. 5.10. If we assume the total area of the
primeval foragers to be of the order of 109 ha (which is close to the total area of
today's arable lands, see Table 5.1), we find that the primeval human population
of Earth did not exceed two million people. The discovery of fire about a million
years ago (Johanson and Edey, 1981; Rucang and Shenglong, 1983) permitted
man with his new niche of the hunter to populate vast areas of temperate climate,
where life by foraging is impossible. The population of Earth did not noticeably
increase as a result, because the consumption territory of a hunter is larger than
that of a forager (Gorshkov, 1980a, 1984b; Bromley et al., 1983, Foley, 1987).
Man's body is large and devoid of hair cover. Mammals' hair forms a thermoinsulating layer, supporting constant body temperature.The loss of hair by man
points to the fact that under natural conditions his body was constantly overheated
(Gorshkov and Dolnik, 1980; Foley, 1987). Man must have spent more energy
on moving across his feeding ground than other animals of equal body size. Man
is capable of walking 40 km a day and more, which exceeds the average daily
running distance of other mammals by about a factor of two (Sect. 5.5). That
is only possible at twice as high average daily activities (A w 2, instead of
A w 1). It all indicates that man must have been permanently in a state of energy
deficiency, leading a nomadic life and being forced to protect an enormous feeding
ground (Sect. 5.10). Man's exclusive position in his energy demands was the factor
determining his evolution towards higher cognitive powers.
The discovery of agriculture opened the way for man to increase his share of
consumption of vegetation food products from arable lands to values comparable
to the total net primary production, via growing edible monocultures and forcing
most competing consumers out. Simultaneously the surface area necessary for a
single man's consumption reduced to just several hectares per person. The energy
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formerly spent on making the rounds of the foraging territory was now to be spent
on land cultivation.
Agriculture meant transition from the large nomadic groups of people to a
settled life mode. Minimal energy expenditures were provided by land toilers
separating into individual land patches in which either farms or small villages
formed, so that the life mode became similar to that of territorial animals. Meanwhile the genetically fixed strategy of competitive interaction and reproduction
of human beings remained the same, that is corresponding to formation of large
civil groups, see Sects. 3.11 and 6.2. The stability of the population could thus
only be provided by the appearance, simultaneously with agriculture, of cities, of
large settled groups of people, feeding off the product grown by the agricultural
population. Apparently, the cities must have indeed appeared simultaneously with
the invention of agriculture.
Constant exchange of people should have taken place between the village and
the city, so that the state appeared as a result. Keeping the state internally correlated was made possible by competitive interaction between the different states.
City population had accepted upon itself the principal functions of competitive
interaction, including that of the defence of the state.
The farmer was now already unable to acquire the necessary amount of animal
products from the new consumption area reduced by a factor of several hundred.
Thus farming over large territories could emerge only together with animal husbandry pastures. Since production by livestock is ten times lower than its fodder,
to produce a tenth of his food in the form of animal products, man was forced to
have the total animal biomass of the same order as that of the human population
itself, and the pasture land areas as large as that of the arable lands. Using such
arable lands man already consumes such a share of the overall biomass produced,
that its natural reproduction is no longer possible. Man is thus forced to take the
function of that reproduction upon himself, annually ploughing, fertilizing, and
seeding arable lands. Agriculture and animal husbandry gave man a way to manage significant new areas in the temperate climatic zone, increasing the overall
human population of Earth by a factor of about 20, as compared to that of the
foragers.
About 200 years ago the energy of fossil fuel started to be used for transportation of people and food and for processing arable lands. That development made
it possible to increase the share of consumption from such lands to that maximally
possible, and to introduce many new lands, not fit for manual tilling, into the
cultivation cycle, which resulted in a quick population growth. Earth's population
had been slowly growing from the times of discovery of agriculture up to the very
start of industrialization, increasing by a factor of about ten in ten thousand years
(Bogue, 1969; Meadows et al.,1992). The last 200 years of additional energy input
resulted in a new increase of the Earth population by another factor of five, now
reaching 5 x 109 people.
The observed relative rate of the world human population growth, r =
(dN/dt)/N, has changed proportionally to the overall human population N,
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r = N/NCT, Ncr = const, across the whole interval of the existence of mankind
(Shklowsky, 1987; Gorshkov and Dolnik, 1980; Gorshkov, 1980b, 1984b). Thus
the growth of world human population was hyperbolic, instead of exponential, see
Fig. 6.1:

_ = J_AT2 tf = J_s_.
dt
Na '
tct-t'

(6.5.1)

Ncr = (2.0 ± 0.2) x 10" peoples • years, icrA.D. = 2025 ± 5.

.(6.5.2)

The dimensional constants, Eq. (6.5.2), were found from empirical data (Urlanis, 1978; Starke, 1987, 1990) by the least mean square deviations technique. The
presence of a pole singularity in (6.5.1) means that the character of growth must
change as the singularity is approached, see Fig. 6.1. However, no appreciable
deviation from hyperbolic growth has been observed up to now.
As a result the existence of people on both the newly managed territories
and the territories traditionally inhabited by man appeared impossible without additional energy expenditure. Despite the fact that transportation consumes about
one third of the total energy used by society (Cook, 1971; Davis, 1990), it was
particularly the discovery of mechanized movement and its further development,
which was the cause of the scientific-technological progress going on now. Modern civilization and the environmental overburden it produces (Sect. 4.12) would
have been unthinkable otherwise. The process of overpopulation of the planet and
the crisis of the environment had started with the discovery of mechanical movement across the water and air routes, and with constructing a modem network of
highways and railroads, and not with the development of modern industry, power
stations, or nuclear industry.
Contemporary consumption of energy by man is based on non-renewable stores
of fossil fuel (carbon, oil, and gas), and is equal to 10 TW (2 kW/person), which is
approximately one order of magnitude higher than the power of renewable energy
sources available to man (such as solar, wind, geothermal, tide, river hydropower,
and wood growth, see Table 2.1). Consumption of biospheric organic production
by man (food for man and livestock, wood consumption) rises in proportion with
the human population and is now equal to about 5TW (1 kW/person) in energy
units (Sect. 5.1) (Whittaker and Likens, 1975; Gorshkov, 1980b, Vitousek et al.,
1986).
Each alternative means used to extract food reserves, sufficient to support the
population for an extended time period, may be treated as a separate ecological niche. Figure 6.2 presents a comparative estimate of energetics of different
ecological niches of man (Gorshkov, 1980a; Gorshkov and Dolnik, 1980), see
Appendix C.
The required amount of food, 280 kg/year of calorie-equivalent grain per person, i.e. 134 W/person, is obtained from the amount of food required for a balanced
diet of a single person (12 % animal food): 500 kg/year of calorie-equivalent grain,
half of which is consumed by man and another half by domestic animals who transform it into 33 kg of animal production (in terms of calorie-equivalent grain). In
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Fig. 6.1. World human population growth. Crosses and solid lines describe the observed
growth of world human population. The dashed line is the hyperbolic growth, see (6.5.1).
Vertical and horizontal dashed lines are dimensional constants, see (6.5.2). Inner figure is
the same on the doubly logarithmic scale; dash-dotted curve is the exponential population
growth at a constant k = (dN/dt)/N = 0.02year"', that equal to the observed average
growth of world human population in 1970-1990. Dash-dotted horizontal lines are the
ecologically permissible limit for the world human population, see Figs. 1.4 and 4.10.

case of livestock grazing, fishing, and hunting, when no energy is expended on
feeding animals and humans themselves only consume the animal products, the
given quantity of food equals 280 kg/year in terms of calorie-equivalent grain.
The area utilized is computed as the territory from which the amount of food
products indicated above is retrieved using the given technique. We find a definite
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relationship between the area used and the power expended from Fig. 6.2, where
the area used is shown along the abscissa while the ordinate gives the power expended in application of various methods of food extraction. Regions I and II are
forbidden: region I corresponds to the average crop yield Y > 6 t/(ha year) of
grain (Revelle, 1976), while region II corresponds to speeds of motion u > 25
km/h = 600 km/day. The dashed line shows the "profitability" for an energy input
which corresponds to the present global average input of energy into products
obtained from cultivated fields (Rodin et al., 1974). Points above the dashed lines
correspond to unprofitable input of energy. Niches that correspond to points located between the dashed lines and the main curve are energetically profitable
but unstable: prolonged input of excessive energy results in exceeding permissible
norms for consumption, and either the surrounding environment degrades, which
is accompanied by a drop in productivity and a transition to the right side of the
curve, or the productivity increases as a result of land cultivation and there follows
a transition to the left side of the curve. For that reason, if the constant energy
input is sufficiently prolonged, the niches around points at which the curves intersect a given level of energy input appear stable (compare niches 16a and 17c
with other niches).
With the per capita energy input wtot remaining prescribed, the left-hand stable niche is characterized by high density of energy input per unit surface area,
Wden, (see lower curve in Fig. 6.2 and the right-hand complementary scale) and by
higher population density, 5"1. That is why it is more competitive and forces the
right stable niche out. The latter may only exist in the ranges where the formation
of the left stable niche is impossible. Because of that, with energy consumption
per single person growing, the basic mass of humanity shifts to the left along the
curves, which results in a growth of population and in an even quicker growth
of energy consumption of all mankind, including the anthropogenic share of biospheric production consumed.
Modem civilization has also brought the genetic program of man into conflict
with the ecological niche he occupies presently. The growth of the amount of
energy available per person has given woman the ability to raise her offspring
alone. There appears to be no more need for male helpers anymore. That is why
the number of divorces has grown on women's demand. The genetically imprinted
need to have contact with women and to cater for family and offspring in most
men has simultaneously been frustrated, loading to crime, prostitution, alcoholism,
narcotic addiction and obscene language.
As for the animal world, with the metabolism increasing when one proceeds
from invertebrates to vertebrates and from ectothermic to endothermic mammals
and birds (Gorshkov, 1984b), the feeding territory increases, while the share of
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Dashed horizontal lines indicate the average world-wide levels of energy expenditure. The
horizontal and vertical short lines accompanying the dots and crosses indicate the possible
scatter in the corresponding values. The computational methods and the initial data are
discussed in Appendix C.
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consumption by the given species, /?;, decreases, so that it corresponds to a shift
towards the right-hand stable branch of the curve (see Fig. 6.2). That is related
to the share of consumption by an animal being fixed according to the condition
(5.5.3), provided that the animal body size is limited, and that condition does not
depend on the animal's level of metabolic rate. Thus with metabolic rate, q, of the
animal increasing, its consumption ground area (home range), S, should increase,
while the density of the population S~l and consequently the consumption share
of the species, /?;, should drop off. Animals violating that condition tended to
destroy their community, to wear out their feeding base, and to die out.
Mankind had existed for 2 x 105 years in niches 15 and 16 with a minimal
biological energy consumption, while occupying niches 14, 17, and 18 for 104
years, (doubled energy consumption), niche 13 for 1000 years (five times higher
energy consumption), and spending 100 years in niche 6 (20 times as high energy
consumption).
As demonstrated in Sect. 4.12, modern civilization has resulted in the violation
of the Le Chatelier principle in land biota. To recover both environmental and
biotic stability, land areas not perturbed by man should be significantly expanded.
That may only be achieved by stopping energy consumption and land use in these
territories with simultaneous cessation of industrial activities and energy input
in them, by removing roads carrying motor vehicles within these territories, and
by banning mechanical transportation on the respective rivers and lakes. People
might be admitted into those territories for recreational purposes, provided they
use muscle driven transportation only. In other words, it seems to be enough to
form sufficiently large national parks completely free of industrial activities, also
prohibiting all motorized movement within their borders.

6.6 Climatological, Biological, and Ecological Limits
of Energy Consumption by Man
The average characteristics of the Earth's climate, in particular its annual average temperature, are characterized by relative constancy. The species composition
of the biosphere is adapted to the existing climate and to its observed fluctuations. Therefore, to preserve the existing biosphere no forcing of climate driving
it outside the naturally admissible fluctuations should be tolerated.
The observed trend of fluctuations in the average climatic temperatures is
presented in Fig. 6.3, and shows that temperature oscillations did not exceed 10 °C
in 104 years, making it 1 °C in 103 years, and shrinking to several tenths of a
degree in about 100 years. In accordance with the Stefan-Boltzmann law (2.2A),
a change of temperature by 0.1 K corresponds to a change of radiation flux of
0.1 % . Since the solar radiation incident upon the Earth's surface is of the order
of 105TW, see Table 2.1, the change in that flux over several tens of years,
harmless for both the existing climate and the living beings, may reach about
100 TW. That change may be produced by both the anthropogenic change in the
greenhouse effect and the change in albedo (Sect. 2.7). The same effect might also
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Fig. 6.3. Time variations of the Earth's surface temperature. Solid lines are the observable
temperature variations in the different scales (Watts, 1982). The glacial eras in the upper
figure (Berggren and Van Couvering, 1984) are shaded.

be produced by using sources of energy complementary to the solar one (such
as combustive fossil fuel, using nuclear power, irradiating the Earth's surface by
solar reflectors placed in outer space (Summers, 1971), or by initiating additional
absorption of the incident solar energy (used to melt ice for fresh water), by
heating the oceanic depths through extraction of energy from surface to abyssal
water temperature difference (Meadows et al., 1974; Mesarovic and Pestel, 1974;
Gorshkov and Dolnik, 1980; Penney and Bharathan, 1987). Spatial redistribution
and restructuring of the surface budget of solar radiation against that naturally
formed to the extent of more than 100 TW is also inadmissible. The latter limitation
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refers to using the solar energy from deserts and to transporting that energy into
the areas of maximum concentration of population.
Use of external sources of energy by man at the Earth's surface means its transformation into thermal energy along some initially prescribed channel of decay
of that external (free) energy, see Sect. 2.2. Generation of that additional thermal
energy inevitably increases the Earth's surface temperature in accordance with the
Stefan-Boltzmann law, see Sect. 2.7. It is fundamentally impossible to evacuate
used waste thermal energy from the Earth's surface without some additional heating of that surface. Only the free (external) energy itself may be evacuated from
the Earth's surface without changing that surface temperature. For example, part
of the solar energy may be reflected back to space via increasing the albedo, see
Sect. 2.7. Then that energy will initiate no processes at the Earth's surface, i.e. will
not be used in any way. It is only possible to cool the Earth's surface at a fixed
level of heat production via reducing the greenhouse effect, that is via changing
the existing composition of the atmosphere. The latter is inadmissible from the
point of view of life in general and man in particular.
Present-day energy consumption by mankind reaches 10TW, see Table 2.1,
hence energy consumption may still be increased by a factor of about ten above
the present level. That is the climatic limit. However present-day anthropogenic
change in the greenhouse effect amounts to 103TW, see Table 2.1, Sect. 2.7,
which is a hundred times higher than the energy consumption level and is ten
times higher than the climatic limit. Therefore the build-up of the greenhouse
effect is the development causing most concern among climatologists, to whom
the politicians have finally started to listen lately.
The total biospheric power of the initial production is controlled by the moisture regime on land and by the structure of deep-sea communities. That production
uses 100 TW of solar power and is at the top limit of power still keeping the temperature fluctuations within the natural limits. That is not a random coincidence the power of the biosphere has reached the top power limit still compatible with
climate stability. The energy structure of plant photosynthesis makes it possible to
increase biotic power by at least a further order of magnitude, e.g., substituting the
common Ci plants by the €4 ones, that is by such plants as corn and sugar cane
(Govindjee, 1982). If man could only raise the average power of photosynthesis
by an order of magnitude (a target for which researchers are incessantly striving),
that would mean a catastrophic restructuring of the solar radiation budget. Such
a tendency is as dangerous as excessive consumption of energy. That would correspond to breaking outside the climatic limit. Therefore, within the present-day
climate, the total biospheric power of the biota cannot be increased.
According to the law of energy conservation, no more than the total power
of the global biota, that is of 100TW, may be transferred into the anthropogenic
channel. That corresponds to increasing the share of anthropogenic consumption,
that is of human food, cattle fodder, and wood by about an order of magnitude
above the present level. That is the biological limit.
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The increase of the anthropogenic share of consumption of biospheric production goes via increasing the total energy consumption by man. Presently the latter
is far ahead of the former, see Fig. 1.4 and (4.-12.6). That shows how strongly the
biota resists destructive forcing by man. The increase in the greenhouse effect is
produced by the increase of concentration of atmospheric COa. The latter effect is
traditionally related to the combustion of fossil fuel. As a result of anthropogenic
perturbation of the greenhouse effect, the climatic limit has already been exceeded
by ten times. That is why both climatologists and politicians see the main thrust
in their struggle for preservation of the global environment as reducing emissions
of fossil carbon and in transferring to alternative "ecologically pure" sources of
energy. After implementing such a transition and stopping emissions of fossil fuel
into the atmosphere, in pursuit of the regime of energy saving, one might expect
to return below the climatic limit and to reach the biological limit earlier than the
climatic one during the subsequent economic growth, see Fig. 1.4 (Lovins et al.,
1981; Hafeleet al., 1986).
However, neither of these limits, repeatedly discussed in various publications
(Duvigneaud, 1974; Meadows et al., 1974, 1992; Mesarovic and Pestel, 1974;
Govindjee, 1982) have any relation whatsoever to reality. The actually existing
limit to mankind's growth is the ecological one. It is related to supporting the
stability of the environment, and to the action of Le Chatelier's principle in the
natural biota, see Figs. 1.3 and 1.4. This limit is determined by the energy consumption level, independent of the source of energy consumption. As demonstrated
in the present monograph there are ample grounds for believing that this limit has
already been exceeded by an order of magnitude. It is particularly the high level
of energy consumption, rather than CO2 release in the fossil fuel combustion, that
causes all the global changes including the build-up of the greenhouse effect and
the exceeding of the climatic limit by an order of magnitude.
Were the anthropogenic perturbation of land biota to remain far below the
threshold of its disintegration, the present-day emissions of fossil carbon would
have been completely compensated by its absorption from the atmosphere by
the non-perturbed biota both on land and at sea (Sect. 4.12). There would have
been no increase of atmospheric CC>2 observed then. The transition to the socalled ecologically pure energy sources would not have prevented anthropogenic
perturbation of the global biota, because it is determined by the level of energy
consumption instead of the source of that energy. Therefore the rate of global
destruction of the environment cannot be reduced by mere substitution of one
energy source for another, while the power of that source either remains unchanged
or even increases. The improvement of the ecological situation may only result
from a reduction of power consumed down to its ecological limit, Fig. 1.4.
Going beyond the ecological limit results in disintegration of the natural communities in the biota, in cessation of the compensating action of the Le Chatelier
principle, and in a violation of stability of the environment. Alterations in the
part of the environment controlled by the biota bring about changes in the greenhouse gases and in moisture and temperature regimes of the planet. That, in its
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turn, breaks up climatic stability, affecting life conditions of both the biota in
general and man in particular. Both the climatic and biological limits are then
automatically violated.

6.7 Science and Religion
Restructuring the biosphere on the basis of scientific-technological progress is
based on studies of objects that are capable of affecting the biota. The spatial
sizes of such targets span the dimension range from that of the proton (10~ 15 m)
to that of the planet Earth (107 m). Scientific discoveries in the areas of the microand macrocosm (astrophysics), made outside that scope of size ranges, cannot
instigate a disintegration of the environment and the biota (Ginsburg, 1980). Up
to the present times all the achievements of scientific and technological progress
and the level of prestige of all scientific discoveries is actually estimated from the
viewpoint of their efficiency in forcing the natural biota out of the environment
and in further increasing the human population.
It was religion which was meanwhile formulating the rules of human behavior in man's interrelation with the environment and inside society. The cultural
moral was formed on the basis of the genetically founded program of sustaining
and raising the person's prestige in society. Actions motivated by some of the
natural drives of man were prohibited: they violated moral standards and resulted
in lowering of the person's prestige. Religion unified people into a community
following one and the same moral. Competitive interaction between the various
societies resulted in selection among the different religions and moral systems
which provided for the most stable state of society and of its environment. The
destruction of natural biota is forbidden in most religions. Presently the moral
proclaiming a refusal to regulate the human population has failed to provide for
further stability of either mankind or his environment. The present-day behavioral
strategy should be formed taking account of the whole set of scientific data available. However, selection of an adequate model of behavior and of morals may
only result from comparison (from competitive interaction of) of the results of
activities of different societies with differing civilizations and cultures.
Religious dogmas, during the middle ages, hampered scientific-technological
progress. As a result man did not exceed the admissible share of consumption of
biological production of the biosphere as late as the eighteenth century. With the
start of the industrial revolution, the developed countries quickly reached a high
standard of living of their population through the development of their economies
in the conditions of free market economy, while the environment was strongly
perturbed locally. Locally emitted pollution was dissipated through the whole of
the biosphere. However the biota of the "developing" countries, still non-perturbed
by civilization, kept compensating for anthropogenic perturbations on the global
scale. Thus the environment of the biosphere had hardly changed on average, until
the beginning of the present century.
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Therefore it may be stated that the economic growth of most of the developed
countries, based on scientific-technological progress and taking place in environmental conditions acceptable for life on the whole, was achieved because of the
lack of such progress and economic growth in the "developing" countries, so that
the latter could preserve their natural biota. Were there no "underdeveloped" countries, living according to the moral prescriptions of their various religions, and no
natural environment of those, the developed countries would have to spend up
to 99 % of their national income to support the natural environment in its nonperturbed state. There could then be no scientific-technological progress, and the
developed countries would have remained "undeveloped".
Instead of the direct pollution of the environment, Man's impact upon the biosphere consists in disrupting its natural biotic control. During the present century
anthropogenic perturbation of the natural communities has exceeded the admissible threshold on the global scale, and the environment has started to deteriorate
for the biosphere as a whole. The only solution now lies in reducing the anthropogenic perturbation of natural biota and recovering the areas occupied by the
non-perturbed biota. To do that one has first of all to stop the progressive destruction of the wildness area in the developing countries, because the virgin nature of
the developed countries is practically not preserved anywhere (Sect. 1.10). There
appears to be no other way to preserve modern culture.

7. Conclusion

7. Conclusion

The principal statements of this monograph may be summarized as follows. All
living things are organized on the basis of most complex internal correlations. All
the types of biological correlation are unstable and are subject to constant decay.
Both statements have been empirically tested at every level, from genetic to social.
Any and all forms of correlation in biology, from cellular to communities, are
supported via competitive interaction of individuals in the population, and via the
stabilizing selection. (That latter statement has only been tested for some organisms
and for some of the simplest communities.) No other means of compensation of
continuously occurring decay are known.
Stability of the environment may only be explained as based on biological compensation of all the fluctuations and the directional abiogenic changes in it. This
statement is testified to by extensive empirical data. The capability of the communities to keep the matter cycles closed and to extinguish external fluctuations of
the environment cannot be supported by the competitive interaction between the
individuals in each species comprising the community. The competitive interaction
within the species is only capable of supporting the paired correlations between the
species, such a correlation containing no information on the necessary interaction
of the community as a whole with its environment. That information, contained in
the genome of each natural species of the community, may be withheld from decay
only via competitive interaction between the different communities. It follows then
that all the communities may only exist in populations of competitively interacting
communities, similarly to all individuals. The last statement does not contradict
any of the empirical data so far known, and enjoys diverse proxy support. The
measurements available for the size of communities and for the numbers of their
populations are as yet indirect (Gorshkov and Gorshkov, 1992).
Communities are the most complex forms of biological correlation. The formation of the community is only related to the necessity to keep the cycle of matter
closed, and to stabilize the environment. There exist many examples of stable existence of populations of separate species outside their natural communities where
the cycles of matter are open. There are no grounds to believe that artificial communities may be constructed, which could stabilize the environment at the same
level of accuracy that natural communities are capable of providing. Therefore,
reducing the natural biota to within a volume smaller than some threshold value
robs the environment of its stability, which cannot then be restored by building
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new cleaning complexes, by proceeding to no-waste industrial cycles, or by using
ecologically pure sources of energy.
The level of that threshold was found from certain independent empirical results. It is demonstrated that the share of consumption by large animals in all the
known natural communities does not exceed 1 % of the natural biological production. Starting from the analysis of the data on the carbon cycle, it is demonstrated
that stabilization of the environment by land biota first failed after the start of the
industrial revolution, when the anthropogenic share of consumption of the production from biosphere exceeded 1 %. For all of the several thousand years prior to
those times, that part of the biosphere which had remained so far non-perturbed,
could compensate for all the perturbations introduced by man's activities, man
having already transformed practically all the natural communities of Europe and
most of Asia.
The biosphere, consisting of the natural biota formed in the process of natural
evolution and interacting with the external and immediate environment, is, by all
appearances, the only system capable of supporting the stability of the habitable
environment under any perturbations likely to happen.
Referring back to past catastrophes in the history of Earth is of little use. There
is still no empirical proof available to show these to have been accompanied by a
loss of biological control over the environment on a global scale. The information
on such catastrophes has mainly been obtained from paleontological data on the
large mobile animals, which have been shown to comprise only a fine superstructure of the natural biota. Extinction of such animals hardly perturbed the normal
functioning of the biota in stabilizing the environment.
Let one assume that catastrophes destroying the overall correlation in the biota
are still possible. Then, upon the imagined complete destruction of all the communities in the biota, following the single catastrophic event, and the ensuing loss of
biological control of the environment on a global scale, two mutually independent
processes should start: the process of restoration of the natural biota, and the process of the directional abiotic change of the environment no longer controlled by
the biota. Whether life will be preserved after that or not depends on the relative
rates of these two processes. The available data apparently indicate these two rates
to be of the same order of magnitude. In other words, the perturbed biota, having
lost its control of the environment, might have had time enough to regenerate
evolutionarily and resume such a control within the time of abiotic changes of the
environment to a state unfit for life. The very fact of the evolution of life and of
the biological control of the environment testifies to that.
If one assumes that the present anthropogenic perturbation is similar to such
a catastrophe destroying the biological stability of the biosphere, then, after the
complete loss of correlation in contemporary biota, the stable environment fit for
life and its biological control will be regained only after several hundred thousand
years. However, during that period of regeneration the environment and the biota
may well be in a state unfit for the existence of any mobile animals, man included,
and, possibly, multicellular life forms in general. The newly regenerated stable

